
 

 

Unleash the power of strength training with our extensive range of dumbbells, spanning from 2.5 kg 

to a formidable 50 kg. Whether you're a beginner looking to build a foundation or an advanced lifter 

pushing your limits, our diverse dumbbell collection ensures that every rep takes you one step closer 

to your strength goals. Experience the freedom to customize your workout intensity and sculpt your 

physique with precision. 

 

No more waiting in line – our gym boasts an impressive six squat racks, creating a haven for squat 

enthusiasts. These racks are more than just pieces of equipment; they are the key to unlocking the 

transformative potential of compound exercises. Elevate your leg day, amplify your muscle 

engagement, and revel in the efficiency of simultaneous multi-user access. We believe in eliminating 

barriers to your success, and our six squat racks embody that commitment. 

 

Dive into the realm of plate loaded machines, where your resistance training reaches new heights. 

Our machines are not just weights; they are gateways to strength gains and muscle definition. The 

versatility of plate loaded resistance ensures that your workout evolves with you, adapting to your 

increasing strength levels and evolving fitness aspirations. Experience the freedom to push 

boundaries, customize resistance, and sculpt your physique with precision. 

 

Precision meets simplicity with our pin loaded equipment, designed for seamless transitions 

between exercises. The intuitive pin-and-stack system empowers you to effortlessly adjust resistance 

levels, ensuring a fluid and uninterrupted workout experience. Target specific muscle groups with 

precision, and let our pin loaded equipment be your trusted companion on the path to sculpted 

perfection. 

 

Cardiovascular exercise meets innovation with our interactive cardiovascular equipment. Say 

goodbye to monotonous workouts and hello to an engaging fitness experience. Our machines go 

beyond the ordinary, offering interactive features that transform cardio sessions into dynamic 

adventures. Virtual trails, fitness challenges, and personalized training programs await, making every 

workout an exhilarating journey towards your fitness zenith. 

 

Step into our immersive studio, where fitness transcends the ordinary, and Wexer technology takes 

center stage. Virtual fitness classes led by expert instructors await your participation. Join a 

community of like-minded individuals, embrace the camaraderie, and let the immersive studio 

redefine your workout routine. This is not just a studio; it's a gateway to a fitness revolution. 

 

Why settle for the mundane when you can embark on a fitness journey that combines strength, 

variety, and cutting-edge technology? Our gym facilities are more than spaces; they are catalysts for 

transformation. We don't just provide equipment; we offer tools for sculpting the best version of 

yourself. Elevate your fitness experience, break barriers, and embrace a future where your fitness 

goals are not just achievable but exceeded. 

 

Join us in redefining fitness. - Your journey begins here. 

https://www.sport.manchester.ac.uk/gym-memberships/

